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A collocation method based on piecewise polynomials is applied to boundary 
value problems for mth order systems of nonlinear ordinary differential equa- 
tions. Optimal a priori estimates are obtained for the error of approximation in 
the maximum norm and superconvergence is verified at particular points. 
INTRODUCTION 
The method of collocation has been examined by a number of Russian authors 
in the case of linear integro-differential and differential equations. Russel and 
Shampine [8] and de Boor and Swartz [I] studied collocation with piecewise 
polynomials for nonlinear boundary value problems in ordinary differential 
equations. de Boor and Swartz [l] found optimal global estimates and established 
superconvergence at certain points. In [7j, Ronto utilized collocation based on 
polynomials for a system of first order linear differential equations. 
In this paper we study collocation with piecewise polynomials for nonlinear 
boundary value problems in mth order systems of ordinary differential equations. 
We obtain results analogous to those of de Boor and Swartz. The results of this 
paper are a part of the author’s Ph.D. Thesis [4]. 
1. BAFJC CONCEPTS 
Let d = (t&’ be a partition of the finite interval [a, b], 
a = to < t, < ... < thr = b. 
We denote by Cd the set of continuous functions f on UC, (it-1 , ti) for which the 
2N limits 
f(L1 +hf(ti -L 
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exist. C, is a Banach space with respect to the norm 
Similarly, we define C’p) as the set of functionsf whose mth derivative is con- 
tinuous on [a, bid. We denote by PI, the set of polynomials of degree <k and 
Pk,d the linear subspace of CA consisting of thosefe Pl;([tj-, , t,]), j ::= l,..., A%‘. 
Let Ti , i - l,..., K be the norm-preserving linear map defined on C[f,-i , ti] 
with range in C[- 1, l] and its value given b! 
( Tig) (“) _ g (!d+ + t !!+) , -1 <t<1; 
then we define an operator Q, 
(Q&i) = T?QMi) 7 i:: 1 ,..., ix 
where .foj generally means the restriction off to [ti -i , ti]. Xote that 
Ii QA Ii = Ii Q ii. 
If Q is a linear projector on C[- 1, l] with range P, then we can show [3, 
Theorem 13.3.71 
ilf-Qf;i < 6iiI -- Qi:I 0+(1/(/z - I)) 
where U+(A) is the modulus of continuity. Moreover, for all f~ C, and 
iA/ ~-max/fi,,--tiI~vehave 
L 
Iif- Q,fil < 6 I/ I - Q lj w,(i d 1!2(k - 1)). (1.1) 
2. COLLOCATION 
Let (~<)‘2’ be a given sequence of continuous linear functionals on Cm-l[u, b] 
and linearly independent over P,, = ker D”‘. We write row vectors to represent 
column vectors. We consider the problem of approximating the solution x(t) =-:: 
(xl(t),..., xltl(t)), xi(t) E CFr[u, b] of an ordinary nonlinear differential equation 
DnLx =Fx, m>O (2-l) 
subject to the boundary conditions 
yi” = ci , i -= l,..., m (2.4 
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where 
Fx = (F,(t, x )..., D”-lx) ,..., F&t, x ,..., D”-lx)), 
YiX = (YiXl ,***9 Y&4), ce = (Cli ,**a, Chfi), i = I,..., m. 
Throughout, we assume that this problem has a unique solution x = (x1 ,..., xM). 
Let-l~p,<~z<...<~k~1,beafixedsetofpointsin[--1,1]thenthe 
kN collocation points are defined by 
rkj+i = 4+, if -1 =pi 
= (tj -k tj+~ + P~(G+I - 4))/2, if -1 < pp. < 1, i = l,..., k 
= G+1 -9 if pi=l. 
We seek an approximate solution xA(t) = (x,&t),..., xA,,(t)) to the 
problem (2.1), (2.2) with 
xA,i E SA = Pm+lc,A n C’n+1)([a, b]), i=l M ,.**> 
which is determined by the collocation conditions 
(DnzXA)(Ti) = F(T, , XA(Ti),..., (D”-‘xA>(4, i = I,..., kN, (2.3) 
YPA = ci , i = l,..., m. (2.4) 
Let H(t, S) be the Green’s matrix for the problem D”x = 0, y,x = 0, all i 
and YA@) = (YA&),..., YA.,&)) = @xA(~), then 
D”x&) = 1” H& s) y,(s) ds = ykrn+f i = 0, l,..., m - 1 (2.5) 
a 
with H,(t, S) E (DiHkl(t, s)) and the equations (2.3) can be written as 
Yd(Ti> = F(T, , Y?‘(T&, Yi-“(Ti)) = TYA . 
We take Q as the interpolation projector defined on C [- 1, l] with range in 
119, such that 
Qfh) = fh), i = l,..., k and f E C[-1, 11. 
Then Qd is the interpolation operator defined on Cd with interpolation points 
(T~)!~. Thus the algebraic system (2.3), (2.4) can be written equivalently as 
QAyd = QdTyd and since QAyA = yd we have 
YA = QATYA. (2.6) 
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3. CONVERGENCE ANXLPSIS 
Throughout this paper we use the notation 
For later use, we recall that the operator T is Frechet differentiable at 
y if and only if there exist for every A, a bounded linear map T’ on 
\’ y CA z C, Y ... x Cd such that 
E(f) = Tf - Ty - T’(f - y) (3.1) 
is o (Iif - y / ) in norm. Also, we define the linear differential-operator L, which 
depends on the solution x of (2.1), (2.2) as 
L xs D” - 1 Ai(t) D”, 
i=O 
A,(t) G (qq r, I = l)..., M) ) 
(3.2) 
2 = (.x, Dx ,..., D”-lx). 
Furthermore, we require that the linear problem for 2: = (tir ,..., u,%{) 
(W(t) = g(t), t E [a, hl, (3.3) 
yjv = 0, i = I,..., m (3.4) 
has a unique solution; i.e., the Green’s matrix G(t, s) exists for the operator L 
with the conditions (3.4). 
Also, we define Rx = (Rx, ,..., RX,), RXi E Sd for i _ 1,. ., M as the c0110- 
cation approximation to the solution z, of the problem 
Lv = Lx, (3.3)’ 
yp = yix, i=l )...) m, (3.4)’ 
where x is the solution of the problem (2.1), (2.2). 
We observe that Rx is determined such that 
Q&Rx = Q&G yiRx = yix, i-l 111. ,..., 
The main result of this section is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (2.1), (2.2) have a solution x(t) E xi’ Om+li)[a, b] and 
assume 
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(a) That F(t, z. ,..., z,,-~) E x," C2(7s(x, 6)) where 37(x, 6) is the closure of a 
thzeighborhood of x = {(t, x(t),..., (Dm-~h)(t)), t E [a, b]}; in II3 x IEm. 
(b) The linear problem (3.3), (3.4) associated with x is uniquely solvable. 
Then there exist d, E > 0 such that 
(i) x is unique in the neighborhood {x: /j Dm(x - a)/1 < .E); 
(ii) for 1 A 1 < d the collocation equations (2.3), (2.4) hwe a unique solution 
XA E xr ~?n+Jo n C(+l)[a, b] in the same neighborhood of x; 
(iii) the following error estimates for xd hold: 
I/ P(x - x4)11 < const / A jmin(n*k), i = O,..., m; 
(iv) furthermore, the collocation approximation Rx to the linear problem 
(3.3)‘, (3.4)’ satisfies the error estimates 
11 Di(x - Rx)11 < const / A Imin(n.k); i = O,..., m 
and the more significant one 
Di(x - xA) = D(x - Rx) + O(l A 12 *i”(n.k)), i = O,...,m. (3.6) 
The proof of this theorem is obtained by an application of the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. Assume that 
(a) T isFrechet ds@rentiable at each y; 
(b) for every f E xf” CA , T’f is in X? C[a, b] and 
where pr is a nullfunction independent of A andf. 
(c) I - T’ is bounded and boundedly invertible on x tf Cd with bounds 
independent of A, where I denotes the unit matrix. 
Then there exists c, d > 0 so that for all / A ] < d the following holds: 
(i) I - QdT’ is a one-to-one map of x ,” [Fp,,d onto itself and it is bounded 
and boundedly invertible on x r C, with bounds independent of A. 
(ii) The map P on x r Cd given by 
P = (I - Q/,T’)-l Q& - QdT’) (3.7) 
is a linear projector. 
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(iii) The collocation equation (2.6) has a unique solution yd in 
x ;” Plc.d n r( y, E), where n(y, G) is some c-neighborhood ofy and 
,I y - yd ji < 2 // y - Py 11 :< const dist (3.8) 
Proof. By assumption (b) and (1.1) we have 
From this and assumption (c) follows easily that 
I - QAT’ = (I - T’) + (T’ - Q&T’) 
is bounded and its inverse is bounded on x y C,[a, b] for all sufficiently small 
/ A I; notice that the bounds of I - QZdT’ are independent of A. Also, for 
fe xf’ Pk,A we have 
(I- QX’)f = Q& - T’)f E : P,,d 
1 
and hence I - Q,T’ maps xy Pk,d one-to-one onto itself since lPk,d is finite 
dimensional. This proves conclusion (i) of the lemma. 
From conclusion (i) of this lemma it follows that 
I’ = (I - Q‘,T’)-l Qd(I - Q,T’) 
is a well-defined linear projector with range x E;’ Pk,d for all sufficiently small 
I A I. This proves conclusion (ii) of the lemma. 
Conclusion (i) implies that there exist constants K’ and K such that for all 
fe Xl M Cd we have 
$K’lif!l < llf -QAT’flr < 2K’jf ,. 
Also, we can choose E > 0 so that E < 6 and 
2K’II 8 II ~(4 < +, 
where p is a null function. Therefore, we have for all f, g E ~(y, l ) 
ilV - OJ’)Y Q,@(f) - %))I! 
G ICI - SAT’)-ill /! Q II II E(f) - E(g)il < 3-11 f - g Ij. (3.9) 
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Finally, since the unique solution of the equation y = Ty is a unique solution of 
(2.1), (2.2) we obtain from (3.1) that 
Tf = Y + T’(f - Y) + E(f) for all f E v(y, 6). 
With f = yd , the collocation equation (2.6) becomes 
Yo = PY + (I- QJ’)-l Q$(yd). (3.10) 
Now, consider the iteration function 
flf = (I- QAT’)YQA(Y - T’y + E(f )) 
which is defined for all f E ~(y, 6). Notice that A has its range in xf’ Pk,d and 
/If-y = (I- QJ’)-l [QAf) - (Y - Q&l. 
We choose d > 0 so that 
(2/K’) 6 II I- Q II my ccr(d!2(k - 1)) < 4. 
It follows from conclusion (i) of this lemma and (1 .l) that for 1 A / < d we have 
IV - QAT’HY - QAY)II < ll(I - QAW~II II Y - QAY II ,< 4. 
Set g = y in inequality (3.9) and we obtain for all f E ~(y, 6) that 
II flf - Y II < IIV - !i?~T’)-l Q&f Ill + IIV - QJWY - Q~r>ll 
<~llf-rll+(4)<~* 
This shows that A maps rr(y, C) into itself. For f, g E ~(y, c) we have 
Af - Ag = (I- SAT’)-l Q@(f) - E(g)), 
and hence, from inequality (3.9) we obtain 
II flf - 4Il < 3llf -gl/, 
i.e., A is a proper contraction on rr(y, l ) for 1 A / < d. This implies the existence 
and uniqueness of a solution yd of (2.6). From (3.10) and inequality (3.9) we see 
that 
and therefore (3.8) holds. This concludes the proof of Lemma 3.1. 
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Proof of Theorem 3.1. First we verify the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1 under 
assumption (a) of the Theorem 3.1. 
Step 1. Let T be Frechet differentiable and define y* by y* = (y’-“)(t),..., 
y’-“(t)) = (x(t), (Dx)(t),..., (D+%)(t)) E P. We first show that the line 
segments 
{Et, r*(t) + %t)l, 6 6 P, 11) 
are contained in 5(x, 6) where h = (f (-ni), f(-Tel),.*., f(W) _ y* = f" - 
y* E P. This is assured by requiring that ilf - y 11 < S/K1 with 
Indeed, we have that 
f +m+i’ 1 - y)!-m+i) = I * Hi(t, S> (fj - Yj) (s) dS a 
which implies 
Il.f* - ( y* II = my lif - m+i) - y(kmti) /j.< Kl ilf - y /j < 6. 
Therefore, the segments are contained in +(x, 6). 
If we expand F in a Taylor series in its last m variables (with t a parameter) 
about y*(t), we see that the Frechet derivative of T at y = Dmx operating on 
h z= f - y E X? Cd is an M-dimensional vector given by 
T’h = (T&h,..., T<,,h) 
satisfying the inequality (see [2]) 
II Tf - T?, - T’h II < (l/V S;P II T&+sM Ii II h /I’- (3.11) 
By defining E(f) = Tf - Ty - T’h, for f, g E ~(y, 6) we obtain 
E(f) - E(g) = Tf - Tg - T’(f - d; 
we again expand F in Taylor series about 
to obtain 
g(t) 55 (g(-m’,..., g’-“)(t) E [E”” 
E(f) - E(g) = (Tg’ - T’U - cd + &f, d 
40916211-3 
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where 
T’, = (T;,,, ,..., T&J 
is the Frechet derivative of T at g. 
Applying the mean valued theorem (see [2]) we obtain 
IV’, - T’) (f - &II 
( 
m-1 
< M m;x C my ozzl II * b+di, ill II vi II Ilf - g II II g - Y II p i-o ) 
where p)i(t) = Ij Hi(t, .)liLl , &)(j, z’) = grad (@‘,PQ), and h = g - Y. Thus we 
have 
II E(f) - %!)I < ws II g - Y II + K2 Ilf - g IOllf - g II 
B Ilf - g II & m4l.f - Y II, II g - Y II> 
where K4 is independent of A. Hence T is Frechet differentiable at y. 
Step 2. We verify hypotheses (b), (c) of Lemma 3.1. Note that since 
FE xr P(ii(y, 8)) ‘t . I is clear that (T{,,f)(t) E C[u, b] forfE Cd. Moreover, from 
the definition of T;,, we obtain 
where p,.(S) is a null function independent of A and f. 
For f E x1” C, , we define h = Ji H,(*, s) f (s) ds so that D”h = f, yih = 0, 
all i. Then we have 
f- T’f=f--~lA,~bHi(~,~)f(~)ds=Lh. 
i&J a 
(3.12) 
Hence, w = h satisfies (3.3), (3.4) withg = f - Z’f, and 
f = g + “c’ AiDih = f - T’f + 5’ Ad s.” G,(e, s) (f - W (4 h- 
i-0 i=O 
It follows from the last relation and (3.12) that 
K’llf II G Ilf - VII d Kllf II 
with K and K’ independent off and A. This verifies (c) of Lemma 3.1. 
S&$3. We establish the conclusions of Theorem 3.1. In steps 1 and 2 we 
have verified the assumptions of Lemma 3.1; therefore, according to approxima- 
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tion theory and conclusion (iii) of Lemma 3.1, it follows that if y E x t’ C(‘“)[u, b] 
then 
jl y - yb )I < const.(m$x c,) 1 d jmin(n,k). 
The same error bound holds for jl D(x - xd)li since 
(3.13) 
implies that 
Di(x - x4) = 
I 
b Z&(., s) (y - y/,) (s) ds 
a 
jj Dl(x - xA)ll < const 1 d lmin(71*P), i < m. 
This establishes conclusion (iii) of Theorem 3.1. 
We establish conclusion (ii) of Theorem 3.1 by noting that conclusion (ii) of 
Lemma 3.1 implies Rx is the unique solution of 
Q&Rx = Q&x, yiRx = yix, i-l m. ,..*> 
According to (3.10) and conclusion (i) of Lemma 3.1 we have 
or 
Di(x - xd) = 
s 
b ZZ<(., s) (y - y4) (s) ds 
a 
Di(x - x4) = j-” H,(., s) (I - P)y(s) ds - \” (I - Q,J’)-l Q)dE(yd) ZZ?(*, s) ds 
a =a 
= D”(x - Rx) + O(E(yJ) 
= Di(x - Rx) + O(l d /2-min(n-k)), i = O,..., m. 
The last equality follows from (3.1 l), (3.13) and establishes relation (3.6) between 
the error of collocation approximation of the nonlinear problem (2.1) (2.2) and 
the linear one (3.3)‘, (3.4)‘. 
Finally, the uniqueness of the solution x of the problem (2.1), (2.2) is proved 
in much the same way as we proved yd is the unique solution of (2.6) in 
T(Y, 4 n x? hsd. 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
4. ERROR ANALYSIS AND THE SUPERCONVERGENCE PHENOMENON 
We recall that xd is the collocation approximation of the solution x of the non- 
linear problem (2.1), (2.2) and Rx is the collocation approximation, of the solution 
v of the linear problem 
m-1 
Lc= D”-- 1 AiD” v==Lx, yiv == yix, i =: I,..., m. 
i-Q 
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We proved in Section 3 that 
Df(x - x3 = Di(x - Rx) + O(l A I=), i = O,..., m. (4-l) 
Since the elements of Ai are continuous vector functions at least and 
yi(x - Rx) = 0, i = I,..., m we can write 
Di(x - Rx) = 
s 
’ Gi(-, s) Y(S) ds 
a 
where Gt are derivatives of Green’s matrix associated with the linear problem 
(3.3), (3.4) and Y = (rl ,..., yM) g L(I - R)x. The following lemma may be 
established from [ 1, Lemma 4.11. 
LEMMA 4.1. If the coe@%nts of L are su..ciently smooth and the solution, x, 
of the problem (2.1), (2.2) is in x y C(m+k+n)[a, b], then there exists a constant 
KI independent of A such that for each j
II Dk+% II(j) < &(I A l/I 4 I)“, i = O,..., n (4.2) 
where 
llf hi) = *E(::+*) ‘If (s)l’ 
with f a vector valued function. 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume the solution x of (2.1), (2.2) is in xr C(m+k+n)[a, b]with 
0 < n < h and hypotheses (a), (b) of Theorem 3.1. Further assume (c) the elements 
of Al’s are in C(n+k) for all 1; (d) th ere exists a constant K such that, fm all t E [a, b] 
andh, TV = l,..., Mwe have 
II D5+G,,(t, *)llco < K; i = O,..., m - 1; j = O,..., n (4.4) 
considering DiG,,,(t, .) as a function belonging to Ctn)[aa, t] x Ccn)[t, b]; 
(e) the (pi) are chosen in [- 1, l] such that fur every polynomial q of degree <n 
j-~ld~~~(s-~Jd~=O. (4.5) 
i=l 
Then there exists a constant KI independent of A such that the collocation approxima- 
tion xg to x using the collocation points (rJkN defined in Section 2 satis$es locally at 
thepoints t, ,..., tN of A 
II Di(x - x&>ll < Kl I A Ik+n, i = O,..., m - 1, j = 0, l,..., N (4.6) 
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and globally 
I/ Di(x - XJlj < Kl 1 A Ik+min(fi*+i), i-0 m. ,***> (4.7) 
Proof. It follows from (4.1) that it is sufficient to prove (4.6) and (4.7) with x 
replaced by Rx. Let t E [a, b], 0 < i < m; then 
Di(x - Rx) (t) = 1 H(t) 
j 
where 
f 
tj+1 
a(t) = G(t, 4 ~(4 ds, j = 0 ,..., N - 1 
jj 
with 
G&, s) E D,iG(t, s), y(s) = (I,,..., f-MM(S)). 
Sotice that Y(S) vanishes at the K points 
7kj+s = &+I + tj + t% dtj)/2, s = l,..., k. 
Hence, we have 
WG,dt, S) ‘-,,(S) = pk(s)h,,h t, s> + 6 - t,)“(“t”h~..)(8,,,(s))/n!l 
with qA+ the truncated Taylor’s series polynomial of degree at most n for 
at s = tj and 
By assumption (e), p, is orthogonal to qA,u and hence 
I W)l = 1 1 t’+1~d4 (s - tjln Wh,J (L(W! ds j 
jf 
G KA I4 Ik+n+l IIDt%,, II(j) 
where KA is a constant independent of A. From the definition of h,,, we conclude 
that 
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with t?,,,(s, 1) E (ti , ti+3. If now t $ (ti , tj+l) then from (d) we have 
II D”-z+iGdt, *)ll(n < K 1 = o,..., 71. 
By Lemma 4.1 we know that 
and hence 
II D”+‘ri IIc.) < K(l A I/Atj)k, I = O,..., n 
Therefore we have 
I/ Ej(t)ll(j) < const j A lk 1 Atj jn+l if t E (tj , tj+l). (4.8) 
In the case t E (tj , tj+l), DjG,,,(t, *) is an element of I-Z~m’i-lJ[tj , +l] such 
that 
II D%,, II(j) 6 fG,,(I A WA” 
for I < min(n, m - i - 1). Hence, by the definition of 11 Ilo) we have 
j/ E~(t)ll(j) < const j A Ik lAti Imin(n+l*m-i), t E @j , 4,l). (4.9) 
If t E A so that t $ (t, , tj+l) for all j then, summing (4.8) over j, we obtain 
11 Di(x - Rx)(t)11 Q const ( A lk+*. 
Otherwise we have t E (tj , ti+l) for exactly one of the subintervals of A and by 
(4.9), (4.8) we obtain that 
/I Di(x - Rx)(t)ll < 1 A I”(const / A (n + const I Atj Imin(n+l*m-i)) 
if tj < t < tj+l . But this implies 
// Di(x - Rx)lI < const 1 A lk+min(n*m-i) 
and concludes the proof of the theorem. 
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